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Abstract

There are places in the contemporary world where the predominating feature is a kind of worrying absence. We negotiate a relationship with these problematic places in order to live with them or in them or in close proximity to them or in order to use them. They are ubiquitous in the contemporary world: carparks; demolition sites; shopping centres; pieces of fenced-off land called reserves; freeways; service stations; animal refuges; train stations; main roads; empty buildings; abattoirs; residential subdivisions; sites dedicated to solely to tourism; prisons; boarded up rooming houses; detention centres. How does one talk about these problematic places in fiction? How does a writer describe and understand the in-between place, the temporary place, the ugly place, the bland place in terms of its effect on the people who inhabit it?

The exegetical component of this thesis takes a work of anthropology as its starting point and asks can an anthropological thesis on place assist in writing fiction about place? In looking for a way to describe and understand the nature of the problematic places described above and their effect on the individual, Marc Augé’s Non-Places: an Introduction to Supermodernity provides a useful linguistic and a philosophical approach. He attributes the term ‘non-place’ to places defined by particular characteristics of excess, temporality, representation and effects on identity. This exegesis will examine the interface of place and the individual in two short stories using Augé’s thesis of non-place. The short story “Safety Procedures” by Nadine Gordimer exemplifies the characteristics of Augé’s supermodernity and non-place. The second story examined in this exegesis is Raymond Carver’s “Kindling”. Responding to a number of authors who have critiqued Augé’s thesis, this exegesis will ask whether the definition of non-place can include places other than sites of supermodernity. “Kindling” is studied with this question in mind.

The creative component of this thesis is a collection of eleven short stories titled Standing in the Plaza, Wanting. Each story is set in a different problematic place and, drawing on features of Augé's thesis to better understand the nature of problematic places, each story investigates the
influence of that setting on the characters who inhabit the it, rather than the setting itself.
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Abstract

There are places in the contemporary world where the predominating feature is a kind of worrying absence. We negotiate a relationship with these problematic places in order to live with them or in them or in close proximity to them or in order to use them. They are ubiquitous in the contemporary world: carparks; demolition sites; shopping centres; pieces of fenced-off land called reserves; freeways; service stations; animal refuges; train stations; main roads; empty buildings; abattoirs; residential subdivisions; sites dedicated to solely to tourism; prisons; boarded up rooming houses; detention centres.

How does one talk about these problematic places in fiction? How does a writer describe and understand the in-between place, the temporary place, the ugly place, the bland place in terms of its effect on the people who inhabit it?

The exegetical component of this thesis takes a work of anthropology as its starting point and asks can an anthropological thesis on place assist in writing fiction about place? In looking for a way to describe and understand the nature of the problematic places described above and their effect on the individual, Marc Augé’s Non-Places: an Introduction to Supermodernity provides a useful linguistic and a philosophical approach. He attributes the term ‘non-place’ to places defined by particular characteristics of excess, temporality, representation and effects on identity. This exegesis will examine the interface of place and the individual in two short stories using Augé’s thesis of non-place. The short story “Safety Procedures” by Nadine Gordimer exemplifies the characteristics of Augé’s supermodernity and non-place. The second story examined in this exegesis is Raymond Carver’s “Kindling”. Responding to a number of authors who have critiqued Augé’s thesis, this exegesis will ask whether the definition of non-place can include places other than sites of supermodernity. “Kindling” is studied with this question in mind.

The creative component of this thesis is a collection of eleven short stories titled Standing in the Plaza, Wanting. Each story is set in a different problematic place and, drawing on features of Augé's thesis to better understand the nature of problematic places, each story investigates the
influence of that setting on the characters who inhabit the it, rather than the setting itself.
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